d. WATER HM will not be an ESSP mission. ESSP is for missions outside of the DS.
e. Jason-3 appears to becoming less firm, not more firm.
4. Science questions are prioritized but are not as well articulated as needed. Societal questions
should not drive the mission and, instead, should be a direct result of the science questions.
a. WATER HM will produce data that should transform hydrology, much like
Topex/Poseidon did for oceanography nearly 20 years ago.
b. The topmost hydrology question should either include both storage changes and
discharge, or focus on just storage changes. The implications of the word “prediction”
imply something about the future whereas we should say “estimate”, thus indicate an
immediate result of WATER HM.
c. The topmost oceanographic question is focused on eddy kinetic energy (i.e.,
measuring EKE at the fine spatial-scale necessary to understand the energy
dissipation). Measurements of sea-surface heights in coastal zones are also a priority,
especially given that conventional altimetry significantly under-samples the coasts.
The question dealing with hurricanes is not well worded and should probably not
emphasize hurricanes, instead place an emphasis on air-sea interactions.
5. Risk reduction studies are needed to further refine the mission and keep it on track for a
launch in the 2013-2016 timeframe indicated by the DS. Studies include:
a. WSOA was not designed as a Ka-band SAR system, thus the extensive JPL studies
conducted for WSOA need to be expanded to include Ka-band and the ability to
produce a synthetic aperture.
b. Given that all early DS missions will produce large amounts of data, it is possible that
additional downlink capacity will be available by launch. Nevertheless, on-board
processing to reduce data volumes might be required. Such processing needs to be
prototyped.
c. Corrections for the wet and dry troposphere are needed. Regarding radiometers, what
are their power requirements and what are the risks associated with newly developed
ones? Conventional radiometers are viable for WATER HM over the oceans, thus
what are the alternatives to advanced radiometers for making corrections over coastal
and land areas?
d. The Ka-band radar studies over three Ohio water bodies were useful for
demonstrating that KaRIN will record off-nadir returns. It would be beneficial to have
a more extensive study of the surface conditions, wind speeds, and resultant
backscatter strength and signal correlation. Perhaps adding beamwidth and pulse size
to the study would help delineate the implications of small “flat patches” along river
surfaces.
6. Mission design studies, like the risk reduction studies, will help delineate the power,
accuracy, and sampling.
a. The orbit should be within an inclination of 66 to 90 degrees, an altitude of ~800 to
~1000 km, and non-sun-synchronous. A French development, Platform 2012, is
capable of handling the expected power requirements, articulated solar panels, and

instruments for WATER HM. There is an overwhelming majority in favor of a nonsun-synchronous orbit. Thus any effort to move away from the general orbit defined
above will require a study that clearly defines the benefits of an alternative orbit.
b. The hydrology virtual mission will demonstrate the time and space trade-offs (orbital
sampling) for deriving water storage changes and estimating discharge. Given that
every watershed around the world will be sampled every orbital repeat cycle (and
most likely every half repeat cycle), data assimilation is an ideal tool to define the
derived storage change and discharge accuracies and errors. Similar coastal zone and
oceanographic virtual missions should also be considered. These will not alter the
science questions, rather will help to carefully define the expected gains in science.
7. A report of the SWG is needed to enable the mission to move into Phase A studies. The
report will define the motivating science questions, make a preliminary mission design, and
establish a mission timeline. The report will take about a year to complete. It includes the
risk reduction and mission definition studies. A preliminary version of this report could be
distributed in February 2008 to enable a “pre-Phase A” description of WATER HM.
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